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Specification and User manual 
 

Postech GS02M, GS02F and GS02P Glove Scanners 
 

Specification 

Application Note 

 
The glove accessories of type BM01-BM03 can be used together 
with MS3392 (or MS3391,1D) or FS02P 2D barcode scanners to 
form wearable glove scanners GS02 series. It provides a 
professional solution of barcode scanning with hands-free, which 
can be used for quick article tracking and identifying in picking and 
sorting operation in warehouse, logistics, manufacturing production 
line and field service, etc, offering a solution to improve working 
efficiency. In practice the glove scanners can be used by combining 
it with a data terminal (mobile phone, tablet, or a stationary PC with 
iOS, Android or Windows OS) via Bluetooth. 
 

Scanner Name GS02M, GS02F, GS02P 

Communication Bluetooth 

Glove Type BM01, BM02, BM03 

Glove Material Leather 

Glove Model 1. Right hand (default)    2. Left hand 

 
 

GS02M 
Golve BM01 + MS3392 2D companion mini scanner, charged 
with USB cable, For scanner specification, refer to MS3392 
manual. 

 

GS02F 
Golve BM02 + FS02P 2D scanner, charged with magnetic 
adsorption USB cable, and BFP1/BFP2 dockstation. For 
scanner specification, refer to FS02P manual. 

 

GS02P 
Palm-type glove BM03 + FS02P scanner, charged with 
magnetic adsorption USB cable, and BFP1/BFP2 dockstation. 
For scanner specification, refer to FS02P manual. 
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Table 1  GS02M User Manual 

A. The glove scanner GS02M consists of 
two parts:  
1. MS3392 barcode scanner;  
2. BM01 leather glove; 
 

B. Insert MS3392 into pocket with the scan 
engine facing to front, and the scan 
button facing to above; 
 

C. Close the pocket; 
 
 

D. Connect the micro-USB cable to the 
scanner; 
 

E. Switch on the scanner; 
 
 

F. At the first time the scanner is powered 
on, the button on top of the scanner has 
to be pressed once. Pair the scanner 
with a data terminal (as seen in the 
MS3392 manual); 
 

G. The scanning is triggered by pressing 
the button on the index finger; 

 

H. Charging the scanner is via an external 
micro USB cable. 
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Table 2  GS02F User Manual 

A. The glove scanner GS02F consists of 
two components:  
1. FS02P barcode scanner;  
2. BM02 leather glove; 
 

B. Push FS02 into the back side of glove 
BM02 along the track, with the scan 
engine facing to front, and the battery 
room facing to above; 
 

C. Wear the glove scanner on one hand, 
switch on the scanner by pressing the 
trigger button on the index finger ring; 
 
 

D. Pair the scanner with a data terminal (as 
seen in the FS02P manual); 
 

E. The scanning is triggered by pressing 
the button on the index finger; 

 

F. Charging the scanner is via a magnetic 
adsorption USB cable, or take the 
scanner out of the track and charge it 
with dockstation BFP1 or BFP2. 
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Table 3  GS02P User Manual 

A. The palm-type glove scanner GS02P 
consists of two components:  
1. FS02P barcode scanner;  
2. BM03 palm-type leather glove; 
 

B. Push FS02 into the back side of glove 
BM03 along the track, with the scan 
engine facing to front, and the battery 
room facing to above; 
 

C. Wrap the glove scanner on one hand, 
switch on the scanner by pressing the 
trigger button using thumb finger; 
 

D. Pair the scanner with a data terminal (as 
seen in the FS02P manual); 
 

E. The scanning is triggered by pressing 
the button using thumb finger; 

 
F. Charging the scanner is via a magnetic 

adsorption USB cable, or take the 
scanner out of the track and charge it 
with dockstation BFP1 or BFP2. 
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